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Development Committee
Guidelines on Networking Groups
INTRODUCTION
FEPTO supports Networking
Networking is about creating more meaningful dialogues for our personal
support and professional exchange and development as FEPTO members.
Creating networking can help FEPTO to become a broader psychodrama community and to allow more contacts and interactions. Networking activities

Fred Dorn

may reduce competition, tension and unnecessary power struggles between
persons and institutes and within FEPTO, and increase the possibility of professional dialogue and cooperation.
The Network committee, established within the 24th AM in Marathon


starting with exploring the historic experience of Networking within FEPTO and



following the purpose to support cooperation within FEPTO members on the one hand and FEPTO and
society on the other hand suggests to all FEPTO members the following GUIDELINES:

Definition:
Networking within FEPTO is an encounter in which FEPTO members exchange information and possibilities
for cooperation in order to create and cultivate productive relationships.
Networking groups can be:
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT Groups
are groups which are working


on members’ needs (developing one’s own psychodrama skills, intervision etc.)

SPECIAL INTEREST Groups
are groups which are working on


specific issues (conflict transformation, working with children…)
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Any of these groups can have a project (beginning, budget, end, and something delivered)

Requirements to become a Networking Group
1. Any FEPTO member can initiate a working group.
2. The purpose of the networking group should support FEPTO Members, Goals, Rules, Guidelines, Ethics,
Standards and Bylaws.
3. A representative of the group plus his or her deputy are designated to be the connecting link
(coordinator / speaker) with FEPTO council and FEPTO Community.
4. The group sends the appropriate form to the Chair in charge of Networking.

Basic rules for Networking Groups
1. The networking group should meet regularly. The form of the meeting is up to the group (whether it
be in person, skype, etc.).
2. Common rules for networking procedures, membership and participation, agenda, commitments, purposes have to be agreed within the networking group.
3. Networking Groups are working independently on their own resources, responsibility and on their chosen topics.
4. Once a year a report has to be sent to the Council.
5. Furthermore the networking group has to inform the community about its activities in the FEPTO
Newsletter and/or on FEPTO-Website. Please include photos, videos and so on.
6. Networking groups publish their names and coordinators’ addresses on the FEPTO-Website.
7. Networking groups are accountable about their activities to the FEPTO Council respectively to the Networking Chair.

Financial and juridical responsibility of FEPTO for projects of FEPTO network
groups
1. FEPTO will not be financially responsible for any network projects unless FEPTO has provided financial
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support to the project. A networking group must request support in writing to FEPTO and FEPTO must
expressly accept the project.
2. Failure of FEPTO to reply to the request for support will not be deemed as an acceptance of the request for support of the project.
3. In case the FEPTO name and logo is used for public events or interventions, the group needs to be authorized in advance from the council (respectively from the Chair dealing with networking issues), according to the Guidelines of collaboration (to be created).
4. If the above stated rules, guidelines, standards and requirements are not assured or are severely violated, FEPTO (Council and respectively Chair) has the right to suspend or withdraw the permission to
act as a FEPTO networking group.

Ideas for the future
Networking:


Summer trainings / self development?



Creating contacts and links with other Psychodrama- or not Psychodrama-organisations?



FEPTO School?



Project collaboration to be contracted with FEPTO?



Development within FEPTO



Further and more Think Tanks.

Network committee’s members: Elena Evstatieva, Endel Hango, Yaacov Naor, Norbert Apter
Fred Dorn
Chair of the Network and Development Committee
network@fepto.com

